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Real Estate Home Buyers Guide 

MEET YOUR REAL ESTATE
AGENT

Maria Lipovsky originally moved in June 2019
from Moscow, Russia, to Arlington, Virginia, to
live with her husband. Prior to pursuing a career
in real estate, Maria received Bachelor's degrees
in International Relations & Affairs, and Language
Interpretation & Translation. While she worked on
her dual degree, Maria had the opportunity to join
a real estate company. During her time with this
company, she was able to help a lot of people
find their dream homes. The clients’ emotions
and happiness that she witnessed during the
process were priceless, endearing, and truly the
main push into the field for Maria. After moving to
the U.S., she decided to obtain her real estate
license in Virginia and start her work there. Now,
having relocated to Florida, she is ready to
continue her career full-time, and help clients find
their homes while getting the best deals. 

In her free time, Maria enjoys traveling. She has
been to 267 countries and counting, and loves
exploring the world with her husband. 

781-666-1209

lipovskymaria@gmail.com

mariasellstampa.com

Tampa, FL

@Maria.Tampa.Realtor



Realtors have the fairly extensive knowledge of neighborhoods;
They help you identify homes to view and tour;
Help negotiate the best deal based on factors at hand;
Help negotiate any home repairs that are needed;
Maintain consistent communications with seller's agent throughout
the entirety of the process;
And they work with the title company and pull together the
documents needed for closing

In most situations, the seller pays the commission for both the seller’s
and buyer’s agents at closing. Given that you're not going to pay for it,
you should take advantage of an agent’s expertise. Without the
knowledge and experience of an agent, you may be opening yourself
up to costly problems if something goes wrong and the deal hits a
bottleneck.

Buying is also a time-consuming process. While homes are easy
enough to find online, agents have some special tools at their disposal,
including access to the Multiple Listing Service (MLS), which provides a
comprehensive view of all homes available in an area.

Other reasons why having a realtor is beneficial include:

REAL ESTATE AGENT
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THE HOME BUYING
PROCESS
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PREPARE TO BUY
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GET PRE-APPROVED
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To be pre-approved, the lender
will pull your credit and ask you

for documentation to verify your
finances. 

 

Before making an offer on a
house, it is best to get pre-

approved to show sellers your
offer is serious and that a lender

has already approved you for
sum required to purchase the

home.



What kind of house do you want?
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Create a list of what you
want in your new home.
Include must haves as well
as what you would like to
have but aren't deal
breakers.

Key Factors

Location

Type of home

Condition of home

Features

Ideal square-footage
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HOUSE HUNTING TIPS
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EXECUTE THE TRANSACTION
FIND YOUR PERFECT HOME & MAKE AN OFFER

When you find a home that you're
interested in buying, we will quickly
and strategically place an offer.
There are several factors to
consider that can make your offer
more enticing than other offers.

Current market conditions
Comparable properties recently
sold in the area
The property value of the house
The current condition of the
house

Put in a competitive offer based on:

Remember - An offer that includes a larger earnest money
deposit presents a more serious and competitive offer.
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PRE-CLOSING

Schedule a home inspection

Home inspections are optional but
highly recommended to ensure the
home is in the condition it appears. 

Order an appraisal

An appraisal will be required by your
lender to confirm the home's actual
value, which can directly impact the
allowed loan amount if you're
financing. The appraisal takes into
account factors like similar property
values ("comps"), the home's age, its
location, size and condition, as well as
any upgrades done to it.

Re-negotiate if necessary

The home inspection will tell you if
there are any dangerous or costly
defects in the home that need to be
addressed. You can then choose to
back out of the deal completely, ask 
 the seller to make repairs, or negotiate
a lower price and handle the repairs
yourself. 
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Any of these types of changes can jeopardize your loan
approval. It's standard procedure for lenders to do a final
credit check before closing. Moreover, they monitor your

credit throughout the entirety of the process

During the transaction: what  
 NOT to do

It's extremely important NOT to do any of the following
until  the home buying process is complete:



CLOSING THE DEAL
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On closing day, you'll do a final
walkthrough and will review and
sign the final paperwork, as well as
submit a bank-certified check (or
previously arranged wire transfer)
to pay the remaining down
payment and closing costs. 

What you will need

2 Government Issued Photo ID

Homeowner's Insurance

Transferred funds/certified check

Smiles!
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2023 W PLATT STREET, SUITE 209,
TAMPA, FL 33606

 

Call/Text: 781-666-1209
Email: lipovskymaria@gmail.com

 

I look forward to helping you find your dream home!

GET IN TOUCH

Made through Canva.com 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/marialipovsky/
https://www.instagram.com/maria.tampa.realtor/
https://www.facebook.com/marialipovskyrealtor

